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Abstract

WCDMA is interference limited multiple access technique .It is widely used in the 3rd
generation mobile networks like UMTS. When a new call arrives in the system to get
admission, it checks whether the call is admitted or not based on some parameters like signal
to interference ratio (SIR), transmission power of the Node B and the air interface load .If the
call is accepted this will increase some interference to the ongoing calls. This new
interference would degrade the ongoing calls and this will also add some extra load which
may also lead to the exceeding capacity. So that the system has to decide this admission
policy in a systematic way that all the users should maintain their communication with
guaranteed quality of service. This decision making algorithm belongs to the radio resource
management functionalities of the Radio Network Controller (RNC) in a WCDMA based
UMTS network. This thesis paper focuses on the mathematical representation of the call
admission control in an interference based environment. There is also a comparative study
with different methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Wideband code-division multiple access (WCDMA) cellular system for third generation
wireless communications are expected to support multiple services with guaranteed quality of
service (QoS). However, the ability of the system to accommodate expected growth of traffic
load and broadband services is limited by available radio frequency spectrum and air
interference. Sophisticated resource management techniques are needed to make efficient use
of the available radio resources. Call admission control (CAC) is one of the resource
management functions, which regulates network access to ensure QoS provisioning. It is the
decision-making component of the network to guarantee the QoS requirements and, at the
same time, to achieve system resource utilization as efficiently as possible. However, to
design an efficient and practical CAC scheme is a very challenging issue due to user mobility,
limited radio interface, and multimedia traffic characteristics. In a cellular system, user
mobility results in handoff calls. From a user’s point of view, it is better to be blocked at the
beginning of a connection than to be dropped during the connection. As a result, handoff calls
should be given higher priority than new calls by reserving resources exclusively for handoff
calls. Mobile station (MS) mobility information is required in order to determine the right
amount of resources that should be reserved: Over-reservation leads to low resource
utilization, while under-reservation results in a high handoff call dropping probability. Call
admission control (CAC) is a provisioning strategy to limit the number of connections into the
networks in order to reduce the network congestion and call dropping. In previous generation
networks such as AMPS, GSM, GPRS, the decision of accepting a new call was a relatively
easy one, since the available number of channels in a cell is known. CDMA on the other hand
is interference limited and the number of calls cannot specify the capacity of the system. A
user will be granted access to the network only if this action will not cause the other users to
experience a drop in quality or affect system instability. One of the reasons behind call
dropping is the users’ mobility. A good CAC scheme has to balance call blocking and call
dropping in order to provide the desired QoS requirements.
The goal of this paper is to present a mathematical model of the call admission control that
would utilize the system resources as efficiently as possible. The air interface load,
transmission power and signal to interference ratio (SIR) are taken into account to make this
decision. A comparative study between these techniques is one of the main parts of this thesis.
1.2 Research Objective
The main objective of this thesis is to derive a mathematical model of call admission control
in WCDMA network .Three main call admission algorithm wideband power based (WPB)[2],
throughput based (TB) [2] and adaptive call admission control (ACAC) algorithm [4] are
investigated throughout this paper and a little comparison between them is presented.
Task 1: Derive the mathematical model for call admission control over WCDMA Network.
Task2: Compare between the wideband power based (WPB) admission control algorithm
with throughput based (TB) admission control algorithm.
Task 3: Compare the adaptive call admission control (ACAC) algorithm with the above two
methods.
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1.3 Thesis overview
This section provides an overview of the thesis structure and briefly discusses the main points
of each chapter.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the WCDMA system and some of main issues related
WCDMA network specially the radio channel , multipath diversity , the receiver model ,
handover , frequency reuse are discussed in this chapter. A comparison between 3 rd
generations with older 2nd generation is also conducted here. This leads to a discussion on the
main aspects that need attention when attempting to modify the call admission and resource
allocation schemes.
Chapter 3 is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on the WCDMA radio access
networks and the second part focuses on the radio resources management. The radio access
network in UMTS is called UTRAN. Each element and air interface of the UTRAN is briefly
discussed here.
The second part, the radio resource management (RRM) which is run by the Radio Network
Controller (RNC) is its main focus. Different power control mechanisms as well as the
handover mechanism depicted here.
In the 4th chapter the main focus of this thesis paper is presented. The call admission control,
one of the main radio resource management techniques is presented here with mathematical
expression. Three main call admission control algorithm discussed briefly. The algorithms
are:
i)
ii)
iii)

Wide band power based (WPB) admission control
Throughput based (TB) admission control and
Adaptive call admission control (ACAC)

We have presented each theorem with its mathematical expression. Each and every parameter
of these methods is clarified with their respective values.
The Chapter 5 consists of the comparative study between these methods with graphs and
simulations.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis predicting the future research which could be done in this field.
The terms user equipment (UE) and mobile station (MS) stands for the same device and Node
B and base station (BS) also refer to the same device throughout this thesis paper.
We have limited our work within WCDMA FDD Mode.
At the end of this thesis paper there is list of references which is used for the literature review
and background study of this paper. At the beginning a collection of abbreviations is listed
which is used throughout this paper.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to WCDMA
2.1 Introduction to WCDMA
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) is a multiple access technology which
is used in the Universal Mobile Telecommunication Service (UMTS) to provide 3rd
generation services in the growing demand of mobile communications. User information bits
are spread over a wider bandwidth by multiplying the user data bit with quasi-random bits
(called chips) derived from CDMA spreading codes in order to support very high bit rates
(up to 2 Mbps). Here we present the main parameters of WCDMA [2]:
WCDMA uses the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) technique to spread the
user information over wider bandwidth.
It uses 5 MHz carrier bandwidth.
The chip rate is 3.84 Mcps.
It supports Bandwidth on Demand i.e. variable data rates for different types of user.
It supports both Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and Time Division Duplex
(TDD) methods.
FDD: Separate 5 MHz frequency band is used for the uplink and for the downlink.
TDD: Only one 5 MHz frequency band is time shared between uplink and downlink.
WCDMA operates on the mode of asynchronous base stations so that there is no
need for a global time references.
WCDMA employs coherent detection of uplink and downlink based on the use of
pilot signals.
It employ smart adaptive antennas to increase the capacity and the coverage.
It supports the handover between the GSM and the WCDMA.
WCDMA uses the rake receiver to adopt the multipath diversity of the transmitted
signal.
It can operate both soft and hard handover.
WCDMA can also works with GSM networks. It can support hard hand off when it works
with the GSM network and uses the soft and softer hand off when it works within the
WCDMA network .The use of rake receiver makes it more efficient against the multipath
diversity of the wireless channel. It can transmit high data rate traffic up to 2 Mbps in an
indoor environment. The main characteristics of WCDMA pointed out in the table 2.1.

2.2 Spread Spectrum
WCDMA uses Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) technique. In this technique each
bit in the original signal is represented by multiple bits in the transmitted signal using a
spreading code. The spreading code spreads the signal over a wider bandwidth in direct
proportion to the number of bits it used. Therefore a 10 bit spreading code spreads the signal
10 times more than a 1 bit spreading code [2]. Figure 2.1 describes how a narrowband signal
is spreading over a wider bandwidth.
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Table 2.1 Parameters of WCDMA [2]
Multiple access method
Duplexing Method
Chip rate
Frame length
Service multiplexing
Data rate
Detection
Multiuser detection , smart antennas
Hand over

DS CDMA
FDD and TDD
3.84 Mcps
10 ms
Multiple services in one connection.
Up to 2 Mbps
Coherent detection with pilot symbols.
Supported by the standard.
Soft and handoff

Fig. 2.1 Bandwidth Spreading [25]
The operation of Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum is illustrated in figure 2.2. Let us assume
that the user data here is binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulated information with polar
line format having a data rate of R. The user bit uses +1 and -1 representing 1 and 0. The
spreading operation is the multiplication of each user data bit with a sequence of spreading
code bits, which is also called chips. If the spreading code is N then the transmitted signal
should be
times more than the user data. As a result we got a wider bandwidth of user
data. This spreading signal is transmitted over the wireless channel to the receiving end. In
the receiving end the receiving signal is multiplied by also the same spreading code, N. So,
that the original user data bits are recovered without any error. In this operation we need to
synchronize the spreading code at the transmitter and at the receiver perfectly. The increase of
the signalling rate by a factor of N corresponds to a widening of the occupied spectrum of the
spread user data. Due to this property of the CDMA system is called spread spectrum system.
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Figure 2.2 Spreading and Despreading [12]
2.3 Multipath and Rake reception
In any wireless communication system mutipath propagation is a common phenomenon.
Multipath propagation of the signal is caused by reflections, refractions, diffraction and
scattering from terrestrial objects such as buildings, mountains, trees etc. As a result the
receiving antenna receives the signal from more than one path with a different arrival time
[2].
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Figure: 2.3 Multipath Propagation of signal [12]
The effects of multipath include changes in the amplitude and shifted the phase of the signal.
This causes a fading of the signal which follow Rayleigh fading. When there is direct line of
site communication between the transmitter and the receiver this type of fading follow Rician
fading.
In order to mitigate the multipath diversity we need to use a technique that would help the
system combining all the multipath signals. WCDMA uses Rake receiver [17]. A rake
receiver is a kind of radio receiver that collects the delayed multipath signals; back in to its
original phase and amplitude [2]. The rake receiver utilizes multiple correlators to identify the
M strongest multipath components. Each correlator detects a delayed copy of the transmitted
signal, and each finger of the RAKE correlates to a portion of the signal, which is delayed by
at least one chip in time from the other fingers [17]. The block diagram of the Rake receiver is
illustrated by the following figure with three fingers.

2.4 Block diagram of CDMA Rake Receiver [17]
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The rake receiver consists of six components in a single finger. The matched filter, correlator,
code generator, channel estimator, phase rotator and delay equalizer. The matched filter
measures the impulse response of the delayed signal and synchronizes with the delay
equalizer. The code generator generates the pseudo noise (PN) code for the user. The function
of the correlator is to despread the user signal and to integrate the data symbols. The channel
estimator has two functions. The first one is to measure the state of the channel and the
second one is to correct the effect of the channel due to fading. The phase rotator rotates the
phase of the delayed signal to its original state. The delay equalizer compensates the delay for
the differences in the arrival of mutipath components. The combiner adding the channel
compensated symbol. WCDMA uses the maximal ratio combining to generate the original
transmitted signal.
2.4 Differences between WCDMA and Second Generation Systems
The main differences between the third generation and the second generation mobile
communications are described below. GSM is the most popular second generation mobile
communication systems. The second generation air interfaces is mainly developed for the
voice services while the third generation air interfaces is developed for the multimedia
applications, voice, video, streaming etc. The requirements of the 3rd generation mobile
communication are listed below [2]:
The 3rd generation mobile system has to support data rates up to 2 Mbps
It has to support bandwidth on demand
It has to support multiple services on a single connection
The 3rd generation system should support better QoS from 10% frame error rate to
10e-6 bit error rate
It has to coexist with the second generation system like GSM
Support of asymmetric uplink and downlink traffic
High spectrum efficiency
Co-existence of FDD and TDD modes.
The following table list a few difference between WCDMA and GSM
Table 2.2 Difference between WCDMA and GSM [2]
WCDMA
Access technology
CDMA
Bandwidth
5 MHz
Power control frequency
1500 Hz
Hand over technique
Soft and softer handoff
Frequency reuse factor
1
Quality control
Radio Resource
management algorithm
Packet data
Downlink transmit diversity
Supported data rate

Load
based
packet
scheduling
Supported for improving
downlink capacity
Support high data rate up to
2 Mbps.
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GSM
TDMA
200 KHz
2 Hz
Hard hand off
More than 1
Network Planning

Time slot based scheduling
with GPRS
Not supported by the
standard
Support low data rate
12.8 kbps for voice

2.5 Multiple Access Techniques
There are three multiple access technique used in wireless radio network namely FDMA,
TDMA and CDMA.
2.5.1 Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA): In FDMA scheme the given
frequency spectrum is divided into multiple channels. Each channel is provided to only one
user at a time. When a FDMA mobile phone establishes a call it reserves the frequency
channel for the whole duration of the call time. In FDMA frequency reuse is widely
accepted. There are three types of noise associated with the capacity limit of FDMA system:
Thermal noise
Intermodulation noise and
Cross talk.
2.5.2 Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA): TDMA works together with FDMA .In this
access technique the given frequency band is divided in time and each time slot is provided
to each user to access the media. TDMA is mainly used in the second generation cellular
networks such as Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Personal Digital
Cellular (PDC) and in the Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications (DECT).GSM
fits eight digital conversation into an FDMA channel. In this multiple access technology we
observe the hard hand off between intercellular movements of the user.

Figure 2.5 Multiple Access Techniques [11]
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2.5.3 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA): CDMA does not allocate any frequency
band to any specific user .Instead every user uses the full frequency spectrum. It uses spread
spectrum technique in which each user data is encoded with the pseudo noise (PN) bit. Users
are distinguished by orthrogonal codes.

2.6 Frequency reuse
Frequency reuse is a parameter of how often the same frequency band can be used in
neighbouring cells. TDMA system (figure 2.6 a) uses a typical reuse pattern known as 7 cell
reuse. Cells of the same colour share the same frequency band. The further away the nearest
cell with the same frequency bands the better in terms of interference. So that we observe hard
hand over is used in this type of technique.
On the other hand in a CDMA system all cells share the same frequency band as shown in
(figure 2.6 b). This means that any transmission in a neighbouring cell can be received by a
mobile host or by the base station of the home cell, assuming it is strong enough to be heard.

Figure 2.6 Frequency Reuse. Same colour represents the same frequency band.[11]
2.7 Softer and Soft Handover
When an MS resides in the overlapping area of two adjacent sectors of one BS maintaining
two different air interfaces one for each sector this type of handover is called softer handover
[2]. In downlink it requires two separate codes from the BS so that the MS can distinguish
each signal. The two signals that the MS received by means of rake receiver and the two
fingers in this Rake Procession generate the two different codes. Figure 2.8 illustrates the
operation. Softer handover occurs 5 – 15 % of connections [2].
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Figure 2.7 Softer handover [2]
Soft Handover
During soft handover a mobile station belongs to the overlapping area of two base stations
maintaining two different codes. The communication between the MS and the BS is
maintained by the two different codes. Two BS are active in this type. Soft handover occurs
20 – 40 % of connections [2]. Figure 2.9 illustrate the operation.

Figure 2.8 Soft handover [2]
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Chapter 3
WCDMA Radio Access Network
And Radio Resource Management
3.1 System Architecture
The main purpose of the WCDMA Radio Access Network (RAN) is to provide a connection
between the handset (MS) and the core network and to isolate all the radio resources from the
core network. The advantage is one core network supporting multiple access technologies.
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) uses WCDMA as its RAN
technology. As a result, the terms UMTS and WCDMA are often used interchangeably. The
specification of the WCDMA RAN is specified in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3gpp) is illustrated in the figure 3.1.

Figure: 3.1 WCDMA Radio Access Network Specifications in 3gpp [20]
The WCDMA based UMTS network consists of a number of logical elements that has a
defined functionality. Functionally there are three main elements in a UMTS network these
are:
User Equipment (UE),
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) and
Core Network (CN).
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The UE is the user mobile handset that forwards the user data to the system. Functionally all
network elements are grouped into UTRAN and handles all radio related activities. UTRAN
cooperates between the UE and the CN. The CN is the central part of this network which
basically operates on switching and routing of calls. CN maintains the communication with
the external networks like PSTN, ISDN or Internet. A short description the UE, UTRAN and
CN is given below.
The UE consists of two parts:
The Mobile Equipment (ME) is the mobile terminal used for the radio communication
over the Uu interface. Uu is the air interface between the UE and UTRAN.
The second part consists of the UMTS Subscriber Identity Module (USIM). It is a
smartcard that stores user identity, encryption keys, subscriber information and it also
performs the authentication [2].

Figure 3.2 UMTS Network Element [19]
UTRAN consists of two distinct elements, the Base Station (Node B), and the Radio Network
Controller (RNC).
The Node B is the first element in the UTRAN that converts the data flow between the
Iub and the Uu interfaces. The Iub is the air interface between the Node B and the
Radio Network Controller (RNC). The Node B is connected to the UE by the Uu and
to the RNC by the Iub interfaces. One Node B can handle more than one cell and is
connected to only one RNC .This is the terminal part for the radio resource
management. The term Node B stands for the same as GSM standard Base
Transceiver Station (BTS).
The Radio Network Controller (RNC) is responsible to manage all the radio resources
in its own domain. The RNC forwards all the radio services that come from the
UTRAN to the CN. It maintains three interfaces, Iub to the Node B, Iu to the CN and
the Iur for the inter RNC communication.
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The functionality of the Node B and the RNC is similar to GSM BTS and BSC. A little
comparison between the GSM and the UMTS RAN is depicted by the following figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: RAN in GSM and WCDMA [18]
The Core Network (CN) consists of following elements Home Location Register (HLR),
Mobile Service Switching Centre / Visitor Location Register (MSC/ VLR), Gateway MSC
(GMSC), Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and the Gateway GPRS Support Node
(GGSN). The brief descriptions of the elements are given in the next section.
HLR (Home Location Register) is the database located in the user’s home system and
stores the master copy of the user’s service profile. It is created when a new user is
subscribed in the system and remains until the subscription is active. It holds
information of allowed services, forbidden roaming areas and supplementary service
information.
MSC/ VLR (Mobile Services Switching Centre/ Visitor Location Register) is the
switch and the database that serves the UE in its current location for its circuit
switched (CS) connection. The MSC is used to switch the CS transaction and the VLR
holds a copy of the visiting user’s service profile.
GMSC (Gateway MSC) It is the gateway point of the UMTS network where UMTS
network is connected with external CS networks like PSTN or ISDN. All incoming
and outgoing connections go through GMSC.
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SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node) functionally it is same with MSC/VLR but is
typically used for packet switched (PS) services. This packet switching part is called
PS domain.

Figure 3.4 Elements of Core Network [19]

GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node) it also provides the same function as GMSC
but it is related with packet switched services. [2]
The External Networks can be divided into two groups:
CS networks: Provides circuit switched services like existing telephone service. ISDN
and PSTN are examples of CS network
PS networks: Provides packet switched services. The internet is the example of the PS
networks.

The UMTS network also has the following open interfaces:
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Cu interface: This is the electrical interface between the smartcard USIM and the
Mobile Equipment (ME).
Uu interface: This is the interface between the UE and the Node B .This is called the
WCDMA radio interface and the main part of this thesis. This open interface is the
gateway for the incoming and the outgoing calls.
Iu interface: This open interface connects UTRAN to the core network (CN) that
handles call routing and switching. The Iu interface is divided into two parts Iu CS is
responsible for connecting the UTRAN to the circuit switched network and the Iu
PS is responsible for connecting the UTRAN to the Packet switched network .
Iur interface : This interface maintains the communications between RNC .The Iur
interface was initially designed for the inter RNC mobility but with the development
of the standard it was designed to support four major functions [2] :
1.
2.
3.
4.

It has to support inter RNC mobility.
It has to support Dedicated Channel traffic.
It has to support of common Channel traffic.
It has to support global resource management.

Iub interface: The Iub connects the Node B to the RNC. The controller to base station
connection is fully open interface.

3.2 UTRAN Architecture:
UTRAN architecture is described by the figure 3.6. UTRAN consists of one or more RNS.
RNS is the Radio Network Subsystem that consists of one RNC and one or more Node B.
One RNS can be connected with another RNS with the Iur interface. The Node B is connected
with the RNC by the Iub interface. The main requirements of the UTRAN are listed below[2]:
Support of UTRA and all radio related functionality .Two major functions are soft
handover and WCDMA Radio resource management algorithms.
Maximization of the commonalities in the handling of packet switched and circuit
switched data with a unique air interface protocol stack.
Maximisation with the commonalities with the GSM.
The main transport mechanism in UTRAN is the ATM.
The main elements of UTRAN are the RNC and the Node B as we see from the figure. The
description of the RNC and the Node B is given below.

3.2.1 RNC: The RNC is the central element in the UTRAN for managing radio resource
management. It is connected with the CN via Iu interfaces and with the Node B via Iub
interfaces . We can summarise the main functions of the RNC:
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Figure 3.5 UTRAN Architecture [19]
Functions of RNC [2]:
1. Admission control: Access a new call having ensured the required QoS.
2. Power control: Maintain a power controlled mechanism to keep all the UE
same power to their corresponding Node B.
3. Load control: Ensures equal amount of load to all the Node B. Optimise the
capacity of a cell and prevent overload.
4. Congestion control: System also needs a congestion control mechanism to
ensure seamless traffic.
5. Packet scheduling: This is used to determine and share the available radio
resources between non real time radio bearers.
6. Resource management: Ensure the planned coverage for each service, required
connection quality and also optimise the system usage during run time.
We can mention two other logical role of the RNC during an ongoing call. Serving RNC and
the Drift RNC.
Serving RNC: When an RNC is in service with the UE and allocates all of its resources to
maintain connection then this RNC is called the serving RNC (SRNC). It performs the Level
2 processing of the data to and from the UE and the UTRAN. It performs basic radio resource
management operations like the mapping of the radio access bearer parameters into air
interface transport channel, the hand over decision and the outer loop power control decision.
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Drift RNC: At the same time the neighbouring RNC acts like a Drift RNC that controls cells
used by the UE. One UE may have zero or one or more drift RNC.
3.2.2 The Node B: The Node B is located between the Uu and the Iub interfaces The main
task of Node B is to implement the WCDMA radio access interface so that it can transfer
information from transport channel to physical channels .Some other major task includes
channel coding and interleaving, rate adaptation, spreading and also some radio resource
management function like inner loop power control.[2]

3.3 Radio Resource Management
Radio resource management contains all the algorithms that aim to establish the radio path
ensuring it to fulfilling the required QoS, maintain planned coverage area and to offer high
capacity. It is responsible for the air interface resources.

Figure 3.7 Radio Resource Management [2]
The main functions of the Radio Resource Management is to handle
-Power Control
-Handover Control
-Admission Control
-Packet Scheduling
-Load and Congestion Control
A brief description of these issues is discussed below.
3.3.1 Power Control: The Power control is an important feature of any CDMA based cellular
system. Without proper adjustment of power control the system could be downgraded. There
is some common phenomenon in WCDMA system like fading of the signal, intracell
interference and random nature of the wireless channel that deteriorate the signal quality to
achieve the required QoS. And the most important issue is the near far problem that is mobile
stations that are closer to the base station can dominate the mobile stations that are far away
from the base stations. In order to mitigate these problems power control is necessary in
WCDMA. Power control mechanism makes the power level of each transmitter at a certain
level that it could not make interference to others transmission. As a result the capacity and
also the throughput of the system is increased.
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To manage the power control mechanism WCDMA uses two different type of mechanism
Open Loop Power Control (OLPC)
Closed Loop Power Control (CLPC)

Figure 3.8 Power Control [5]

Open Loop Power Control (OLPC): Open loop power control adjusts the power mainly in
the uplink of the communication. In this technique the UE estimates the transmission power
based on the received pilot signal strength from the base station. It also gets the information of
the maximum allowed transmitting power. So that the UE estimates how much power it needs
to increase to maintain the required QoS. Figure 3.9 illustrates the OPLC applied in the
uplink. In this case the UE estimates the transmission signal strength from the received power
level of the pilot signal from the base station and make the adjustment of the transmitting
power in a certain level that is inversely proportional to the pilot signal strength.
Consequently the stronger the received pilot signal, the lower the UE transmitted power.
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Figure 3.9 Open Loop Power Control [2]

Close Loop Power Control: Closed loop power control adjusts the power level of the radio
signal when radio connection has already been established. Its main task is to compensate the
effect of the rapid changes of the in the radio signal strength. It is used both in the uplink and
the downlink. [2]

Figure3.10 Close Loop Power Control [2]
Figure 3.10 illustrates the operation of a closed loop power control (CLPC) in WCDMA. In
this case the Node B commands the UE to increase or decrease the power level of the signal
in order to maintain the required QoS. The Node B periodically examine the power level of
the signal and sends commands to the UE at a rate of 1.5 KHz (1500 cycles per second) to
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upgrade or downgrade its power level in a step size of 1, 2 or 3 dB. The Node B take this
decision with the help of the received SIR of the signal and compare it with the predefined
threshold. There are four parameters that are closely related with the decision of power
control. The signal strength, received SIR, frame error rate (FER) and bit error rate (BER).

3.3.2 Hand over Control: Hand over control is one of the important issues in the WCDMA
network. Hand over enables the user mobility from one cell coverage area to another cell. The
basic concept is that when the subscriber moves from one coverage area to another, a new
connection has to be set up with the target cell and the old connection has to be released. The
hand over process operates in the three steps i) Measurement ii) Decision and iii) Execution.

Figure 3.11 Hand over process [26]
i) Measurement: The measurement task in hand over is important for the system
performance. In this phase the system measures the signal strength as it is vary drastically due
to the fading and the signal path loss. And the excess of the signal strength in the Node B
causes the overall system downgrade which is not desired. For the handover purpose the UE
continuously measures the signal strength concerning the neighbouring cells and reports to the
RNC. According to the 3gpp technical specification TS 25.331, the measurements of the UE
categorised into different groups.

Inter frequency measurements include the signal strength in the downlink of the
communication with different frequencies.
Intra frequency measurements include the signal strength in the downlink of the
communication with same frequencies.
Inter System measurements means the downlink signal strength in other radio access
network like GSM.
Traffic Volume measurement, measures the uplink traffic of the network.
According to the above measurement the UE periodically reports to the RNC.
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ii) Decision: Getting the all measurement information from the previous step the system
asses the required QoS for the connection and compare it with the requested QoS.
Depending on this comparison the system take the decision whether the handover will be
occurred or not.
iii) Execution: In this phase the Serving RNC checks whether the reports generated from
the measurement phase trigger any criteria. If it satisfies the triggering criteria then it
executes the handover.
The general procedure for the handover is illustrated in figure 3.12. In this example the
decision making criteria is based on the pilot signal strength, which is reported by the UE
The following term and parameters are used in this handover algorithm.
Upper threshold: The maximum allowed signal power level according to the
required QoS.
Lower threshold: The lowest minimum signal power level for maintaining the
connection with QoS.
Handover Margin: It’s a predefined value at which the signal power of the
neighbouring cell starts exceeding the power of signal of its own cell.
Active Set: It’s a list of signal branches through which UE simultaneously
connected with UTRAN.

Figure 3.12 Handover Control [2]
Let us assume that in this example an ongoing UE moving from Cell A to Cell B. As the UE
moves towards the Cell B, the signal strength with Cell A going lower approaching to the
lower threshold. In this stage there must be a handover which is indicated in the figure with 1
2 and 3.
1. In the first steps the signal of the Cell A equals to the lower threshold. This is reported
to the RNC by the UE and by this time the RNC also gets the information from the
neighbouring Cell B that this signal is improving so that the RNC place that signal in
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the active set. Upon this event the UE has two simultaneous connections to the
UTRAN. As a result we get summed signal of Cell A and Cell B.
2. In this stage the RNC noticed that the signal of the Cell B started improving than the
signal from Cell A. RNC marks this point as a margin point for handover calculation.
3. The strength of the signal B becomes equal and started better than the lower threshold
so that the signal B can carry on the ongoing call. On the other hand the summed
signal exceeds the upper threshold. As a result the RNC deletes the Signal A from the
Active set.

3.3.3 Load Calculation
As we know the frequency reuse factor of WCDMA is one and the total system capacity is
interference limited so that we have to estimate the supported amount of traffic per base
station. The load equation can be used to predict the average capacity of the system and the
noise rise in the dimensioning phase. The system is generally limited by the air interface and
the amount of interference. In order to estimate the load calculation, there is a close
relationship with the related connections
. We need to define the
of the
connections. The
can be defined as the required bit energy per noise spectral density.
(3.1)

The processing gain ( ) can be defined as the ratio of the WCDMA chip rate (
data rate ( ). This is also called the Spreading Factor (SF).

) and the

(3.2)
It can be simplified with the activity factor

(3.3)

Here is the activity factor of the service.
So, we can reform the equation (3.1) as
(3.4)
Here
is the WCDMA chip rate,
is the activity factor of the user
is the bit rate of the
user , is the signal power of user , Itotal is the total received wideband power including
the thermal noise
). With a little simplification we get the expression for the
1
(3.5)
Pj
I total
W
1
( Eb / No ) j R j v j
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We can write
Pj

as
(3.6)

L j I total

Where
Lj

1
W
1
( Eb / No ) j v j R j

(3.7)

The total received interference excluding the thermal noise
received powers from all N users in this cell:
N

I total Pn

J 1

I total
I total

N

Pj

J 1

L j .I total

(3.8)

L j .I total

Pn

Pn
1

N
j

can be expressed as the sum of

(3.9)

L
1 j

The noise rise is defined by the ratio of total received wideband power to the noise power
Noise Rise

I =

I total
Pn

(3.10)

Equation (3.11) is simplified as
Noise Rise

1

I
1

1

N
j

L
1 j

1

ul

1
1 Load factor

(3.11)

The noise rise curve predicts the interference in the system .The following figure shows the
noise raise as a function of load factor.
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Figure 3.13 Noise raise as a function of Load Factor
We define the load factor
N
ul

j

L
1 j

ul

as

1
W
1
( Eb / N o ) j v j R j

(3.12)

When the load factor approaches to unity then the noise factor goes to infinity and the system
reaches its pole capacity. [2]
As we are working on WCDMA where the frequency reuse factor is 1, we need to take into
account the other cell interference as a ratio of other cell to own cell interference,

Other Cell Interferen ce
Own Cell Interferen ce

i

(3.14)

So the uplink factor can be written as

ul

(1 i ).

N
j

L
1 j

(1 i ).

N
j

1
1
W
1
( Eb / N o ) j v j R j
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(3.15)

The uplink load factor estimates the noise rise due to thermal noise and the interference. As
from [11] the noise rise is equal to
10 log(1 ul ) .
In a traditional voice network where all N users use the low bit rate of R , in that case

W
( Eb / N o ) j R j v j

1

(3.16)

When we use the same equation in WCDMA [2] network that can approximate and simplified
by the following equation.

ul

Eb / N o
N v (1 i)
W /R

(3.17)

The parameters and the values of the above equation is described below table.
Table 3.1 Description of the parameters used in uplink load factor [2]
Definition
The total no of users in the cell

Values of the Parameter
Random values

Activity factor of user j at the physical Voice: 0.67 for the speech
layer
conversation
Data: 1.0 for the data
connectivity

i

Bit energy per noise power spectral density

Voice : 4 dB
Data 16-32 kbps : 3 dB
Data 64 kbps : 2 dB
Data 144 kbps : 1.5 dB

WCDMA chip rate
Bit Rate of user j

3.84 Mcps
Voice user : 12.8 kbps
Data 16-32 kbps
Data 64 kbps
Data 144 kbps

Other cell to own cell interference ratio

0.55

Downlink Load Factor:
According to the above method the downlink load factor cab be defined as
(3.18)
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All the parameters are the same except the new one that is , which represents the
orthrogonality factor in the downlink. WCDMA uses orthrogonality in the downlink to
separate the users. Without any multipath propagation the signal remains orthogonal in the
mobile station. The orthogonal value of 1 represents fully orthogonal signal. But in a
multipath channel it remains 0.4 to 0.9. The downlink load factor shows the same behaviour
as the uplink when the downlink load factor approaches to unity the noise rise goes to infinity.
It is also important to measure the total downlink power transmission required for the base
station. The parameters used in the above downlink load equation is described by the table 3.2
Table 3.2 Description of the parameters used in the downlink load factor [2]
Definitions
Total no of users in the cell
Activity factor of user j

Values
Random value
0.67 for speech
1.0 for data

Bit energy per noise power spectral density

j

Voice : 4 dB
Data: 1.5 dB
WCDMA chip rate
3.84 Mcps
Data rate of user j
Voice : 12.8
Data : 64 kbps
Data : 144 kbps
Orthogonal factor
1: Fully orthogonal
0: No orthogonal
Depends on the multipath
channels.
Ratio of the other cell to own cell 0.55 for WCDMA
interference

3.3.4 Admission Control: We will discuss this topic in the next chapter which is also the
main focus of this thesis. The topics include what is function of the admission control. How
this function works, what parameters are used in this technique everything will be discussed
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Call Admission Control
4.1 Introduction
When a new call arrives in the system, it needs to check whether to accept the call or not. At
first the system has to examine whether the new call is going to degrade the quality of the
ongoing calls or the planned coverage area? If it attempts to make degradation in the system,
then the system should block the call. In order to maintain the required quality of service of
the new incoming call, there are three parameters that have to be checked: required SIR,
inter cellular interference, intracellular interference. Based on these parameters the system
admits the call in a selective way that does not affect the ongoing calls. This decision making
part of the UMTS network is called the call admission control (CAC). It belongs to the radio
resource management functionalities of the RNC in a WCDMA based UMTS network. In this
chapter we will deeply study three call admission schemes and their performance.
4.2 Traffic Classes in UMTS
According to the 3gpp specifications WCDMA based UMTS network classify all the
applications and services into four classes considering their Quality of Service.
a) Conversational
b) Streaming
c) Interactive and
d) Background classes
The main characteristics and the examples are described in the table 4.1:
Table 4.1: WCDMA traffic classes [2]
Traffic Classes Descriptions
Conversational
Class

Example

Concern about the time relation between the
information entities and also the conversation
pattern.
Preserves the time relation between the
information entities of the stream.

Voice
Video conferencing
Online games
Streaming Class
Fax
Streaming audio
Streaming video
Multimedia traffic
Interactive Class Request response pattern, preserves data Web browsing
integrity.
Email
Ftp
Database retrieval
Background
Destination is not expecting the data within a Background download
certain time.
of email,
Preserve payload content.
Backdrop delivery of
emails, FAX, SMS

We can also distinguish them among Real time (RT) and Non Real Time (NRT) traffics. The
conversational class and streaming class belongs to real time traffic while interactive and
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background class belong to non real time traffic class [2]. A third type of traffic classification
is done in [3] according to data rate. The table illustrates the classes.
Table 4.2: Traffic classification according to data rate.
Traffic Class
Required
Bit Rate (R )

Activity Factor( v )

Voice
Multimedia data
Data
Video

0.67
1
1
1

12.8 kbps
16- 32 kbps
64 kbps
144 kbps

4 dB
3 dB
2 dB
1.5 dB

4.3 How to Calculate the SIR
Signal to interference ratio (SIR) can be defined as the ratio of the signal power and the total
interference power received at the Node B.
SIR

Signal Power
Total Interferen ce Power

(4.1)

The equation (4.1) can be simplified as

SIR

SF .

Pj
I total

Pj
I int er

I int ra

(4.2)

Pn

Here
Pj = Received signal power of the user at Node B
(4.3)
Itotal= I inter I intra Pn
I inter Interference caused by the Intercellular communications
I intra = Interference caused by the Intra cellular communications
Pn = Thermal Noise which is assumed to be -99dBm in the downlink and -103 dBm in the
uplink
SF= Spreading factor
Spreading Factor ( SF )

Carrier Bandwith
Information Rate

Chip Rate
Data Rate

W
R

(4.4)

4.4 Call Admission Control (CAC) according to 3gpp
The system admits new call in a suitable way that does not affect the current quality. 3gpp
offers two different strategies to handle this situation.
Strategy 1: Admission Control is performed according to the type of required QoS.
By this method 3gpp classifies the services into three different service classes according to
their traffic nature. The following table illustrates the operation.
(*) Premium service: Low delay, high priority.
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(**)Assured Service: A minimum rate below the mean rate is guaranteed, service
may use more bandwidth if available, medium priority.
(***) Best Effort: No guaranteed QoS, low priority.
Table 4.3: Traffic classes according to 3gpp
Service
Domain
Transport Channel
Voice
CS
DCH
IP
DCH
Web
IP
DSCH
IP

DSCH

Type of service
Premium (*)
Premium (*)
Assured Service
(**)
Best Effort (***)

CAC performed
YES
YES
YES
NO

Here,
DCH: Dedicated Channel
DSCH: Dedicated Shared Channel
CS: Circuit Switch Domain
IP: Internet Protocol Domain
Strategy 2: Admission Control is performed according to the current system load and the
required service.
The new call should be blocked if none of the neighbouring cells can provide the required
quality of the service at the call setup time. This would ensure that the UE avoids wasting
power affecting the quality of other communications. In this case, the network can initiate a
re-negotiation of resources of the on-going calls in order to reduce the traffic load [1].
4.5 CAC Schemes
We have reviewed a lot of papers on this issue. Each method takes different parameter to
make the decision criteria. Intercell interference and intracell interference are taken into
account to measure the wideband received power based (WPB) admission control and the
system throughput based (TB) admission control also described in [2], service specific
admission control is described in [22], an heuristic method for making the decision of
admission control presented in [9], call admission control depends on the available bandwidth
and capacity of the system covers in paper [10] an adaptive method for call admission control
(ACAC)focused in [4]. In this paper we have investigated on two main call admission control
algorithm WPB and TB. A brief discussion on these methods is presented in this paper. A
new promising method adaptive call admission control (ACAC) also compared with the
previous two method. The three algorithms are
a) Wideband power based (WPB) admission control
b) Throughput based (TB) admission control
c) Adaptive call admission control (ACAC).
In the following section we will present in-depth study on these techniques.

4.5.1 Wide Band Power Based (WPB) Admission Control
Interference caused by the mobile stations within the own cell and also by the neighbouring
cells taken into account in this method A new call not only increases the interference on the
existing system but also add some extra loads to the system. The received power at the base
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station from all the mobiles within the cell and also from the neighbouring cells is treated as
the wide band received power. The system maintains a threshold value both for uplink and
downlink for accepting a new call.
UP Link:
A new call is accepted only when the new total interference ( I total

I ) is less than the
threshold value ( I Th ). If the new resulting total interference that caused by the new call
exceeds the threshold value it should be blocked. The mathematical representation of this
formula is given by the equation (4.5).
(4.5)

I total_ old
I I



 Th
Total Interferen
ce

Here
I total _ old

I Th
I

I total _ old

: The interference before admitting the new call
: The threshold interference value set by radio network planning
: The estimated interference caused by the new call
I : The estimated total interference caused by the new call

The explanation of this method is given by the following figure 4.1. Let us assume that in a
power controlled system the load of the system at any instant is Lold and that creates the
interference I old . Now consider a new call coming to the Node B for getting admission then

I new . The
admission control algorithm checks whether this total interference ( I old
I ) would exceed
the predefined threshold value I Th . As we have seen from this graph that the total interference
don’t exceed the threshold value. So, this call will be accepted for the communication. If the
total interference exceeds the threshold value I Th then that call must be blocked.
the RNC estimates the interference it would create as

I which is marked as

Figure 4.1 Interference level as a function of Load factor. [2]
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Here:
I old : Interference before admitting new call

I new : Estimated new interference, I old
I
I Th : The maximum interference the system can accept
Lold : The load before admitting new call
Lnew : The estimated load after the new call
As we have seen from the equation (4.4) that the estimated value of interference I need to
calculated. There are two methods for the calculation of increase interference or power, the
derivative method and the integration method. Both take into account the load curve and are
based on the derivative of uplink interference with respect to the uplink load factor.
dI total
d

(4.6)

As we have seen from the previous chapter the Noise rise is
I total
1
Noise rise
Pn
1
This can be calculated as
I total

(3.12)

Pn
1

(4.7)
The change in the uplink interference can be obtained by the following equations
I
L
I

dI total
d
dI total
L
d

(4.8)

With the help of equation (4.6)
(4.9)
Substituting by the value of Pn , equation (4.8) can be simplified as
(4.10)
The second uplink interference increase estimation based on the integration method in which
the differentiation of uplink interference with respect to the load factor is integrated from the
old value of load factor ( Lold
) to the new value ( Lnew
L ).
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L

I

dI total

(4.11)

Simplified by equation (4.6)

(4.12)

Simplified by (4.6)
(4.13)
We have already determined the value of

L

rd

L in the 3 Chapter as

1
W
1
( Eb / No )vR

(4.14)

Where W is the chip rate, v is the activity factor and R data rate of traffic.

Downlink:
In the downlink the same strategies is used but in this case the considering parameter is
transmission power. If the new total downlink transmission power does not exceed the
threshold power value, then the call is admitted.
(4.15)

Ptotal_ old
Ptotal PTh



Total Power

Here,
Ptotal _ old
P

: The transmission power before admitting the new call
: Estimated transmission power required for the new call
: Threshold value set by radio network planning

PTh
Total Power : Total estimated transmission power

The power increase Ptotal is estimated by the initial power. The initial power depends on the
distance between the mobile station and base Node B and is determined by the open loop
power control.
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4.5.2 Throughput Based (TB) Admission Control
Unlike wide band power based admission control, throughput based admission control takes
into account the load. Two different threshold values one for uplink threshold and downlink
threshold are used for taking decision.
Uplink:
The new user is not admitted in the system if the new total load exceeds the predefined uplink
threshold set by the radio network planning.

L
ul





(4.16)

ul _ Th

Total Load

Here,
: The load before admitting new user Lold
: Estimated load for the new user or call
: Threshold value for the uplink load factor

UL

L
ul _ Th

Total Load : Total estimated load for the new user

Figure 4.2 The load curve [2]

Down Link:
The new call is not admitted in the system if the total resulting load exceeds the downlink
threshold value.
DL

L

(4.17)

DL _ Th

N

Rj
Where

DL

is calculate as

j 1
DL

(4.18)

Rmax
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is the total no of connections in the system, R j is the bit rate of user ,and Rmax is the
maximum allowed throughput of the cell. [2]

4.5.3 Adaptive Call Admission Control
The basis of this admission criteria depends on the wideband power based (WPB) admission
control and the throughput based (TB) admission control algorithms. WPB works very
efficiently with traditional voice connections while the TB works more effectively in data
connections [16]. WPB reduces the voice call blocking probability and the TB reduces the
data call blocking probability [4] [12]. Based on these results adaptive call admission control
(ACAC) proposes an adaptive policy that utilizes both WPB and TB depending on the
number of users at a particular time in the system.
Adaptive Scheme:
In the ACAC scheme, the base station updates the total no of users to the RNC in regular
intervals (τ). This small interval may call an epoch .With this information the RNC should
decide which scheme (WPB or TB) it needs to switch to, by calculating the number of each
type of user presented in the system at the end of a previous epoch. If there are more voice
users, the ACAC switches to WPB and if there are more data users, it switches to the TB
scheme. This prediction depends on α, which is the parameter used to predict the number of
calls in the coming epoch and β, keeps the information of total number of calls that have
originated in the system since start-up. The values of and β varies between 0 and 1 and are
calculated adaptively through simulations. [4],[16].
The predicted no of calls that arrive in the system determined by the following equations

Vˆn 1

Vn (1

Dˆ n

Dn

1

(1

)Vˆ
) Dˆ

Vtotal

(4.25)

Dtotal

(4.26)

Here,

Vˆn 1 : Predicted number of voice calls arrival in the coming epoch
Dˆ : Predicted number of data calls arrival in the coming epoch
n 1

Vˆn : Predicted number of voice calls in the previous epoch
D̂n : Predicted number of data calls in the previous epoch
Vn : Originated number of voice calls in the previous epoch
Dn : Originated number of data calls in the previous epoch
In a system where (m-k) channels are busy is defined by the following equation

(m, k )

(m 1, k 1)

(4.27)

R 1

1
1
Ar br (m 1, br
mr 0

1)
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Where,
)
R : The number of traffic classes (
b r : Required data rate
Poisson distribute d call arrival rate of class r
r
Ar
Exponentia l distribute d call holding time of class r
r
m : No of servers in the system
k 0

The initial values of

(m,0)

measured by the following equations

1 R1
Ar br (m 1, br 1)
mr 0
1 R1
1
Ar br (m 1, br 1)
mr 0

(4.28)

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents different approaches for making decision on call admission. In the first
type it took intercell and intracell interference and throughput for the second method as
decision making parameter. While the third method takes both the wideband power based
(WPB) and throughput based (TB) scheme. Using both methods it produces a new technique
that adaptively changes its admission criteria to WPB and TB methods. In the next chapter the
performance of these techniques will be presented.
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Chapter 5
Comparative Results
5.1 Introduction
First we will compare between Wide Band Power Based (WPB) admission control scheme
with the Throughput Based (TB) admission control scheme. Next we will focus on the
comparison between these two methods with the adaptive admission control (ACAC).
5.2 Comparison between WPB and TB schemes
WPB reduces the voice blocking probability while TB reduces the data call blocking
probability [4] [16]. WPB is more power limited in the downlink, voice users require lower
power to be reached than data users. Hence the downlink forms a bottleneck for the data users
in WPB. For the TB scheme the uplink is capacity limited and data users are fewer in number
at any point of time than voice users [4]. Hence the uplink forms a bottleneck for voice users
in TB. Table 5.1 compares between these two methods.
Table 5.1 Comparison between WPB and TB [2][4][16]
WPB
TB
Decision making parameter
Load
factor
Interference I total
What to calculate
Wide band received power The incoming call’s uplink
and bit rate R for each
I total in the Node B (4.3).
connection (3.5).
Assumptions
for The thermal noise level Pn Other cell to own cell
measurement
interference i
calculated separately
Directly included in the Other cell to own cell
Other cell Interference I inter
measurement of Wide band interference
ratio
i is
power. It also include the considered here. Don’t care
interference
from
other of other frequencies
frequencies
Soft capacity
Directly depend on
There
is
no
directly
dependency on soft capacity
Other interference
Reduce the capacity of the Reduce the coverage of the
cell
cell
Blocking probability
Reduce voice call blocking Reduce data call blocking
probability
probability
Downlink/ uplink
The down link is power The uplink is capacity
limited
limited
Efficiency
Works more efficiently with Works more efficiently with
voice calls
data calls
Data Rate
More effective with low data More effective with high
rate traffic
data rate traffic
Coverage /Capacity
Keeps the coverage with Keeps the capacity with
planned limits
planned limits
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Figure 5.1 WPB and TB admission criteria [2]

It has been observed from the graph that more interference will add from the neighbouring
cells with the increasing value of i . The other cell to own cell interference ratio i with value
0 means no interference from the neighbour.
The WPB takes the interference from adjacent frequency bands. This could be originated
from the other operator’s mobile stations which is closer to a base station. So that it could
perform an overestimate of the wide band received power due to the base station cannot
separate the interference from other frequency carrier.
TB does not take inference from the neighbouring cells. Rather it concern about the loading of
the neighbouring cells through the RNC.

5.3 Comparison between WPB and TB with the ACAC scheme
Adaptive call admission control (ACAC) [4] combines the WPB and TB schemes. Depending
on the total no of voice (4.25) and data users (4.26) it switches between WPB and TB scheme.
If there is more voice user in the system ACAC switches to WPB mode and if there is more
data users than the voice users the ACAC follow the TB mode. The limitations of WPB and
TB overcome by the ACAC scheme. The call blocking probability in ACAC is tends to be
zero comparing other two methods. Figure 5.2 and 5.3 compares the performance of these
three methods by call blocking probability call dropping probability.
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Figure 5.2 Call blocking probability of WPB, TB and ACAC scheme [4]

Figure 5.3 Call dropping probability of WPB, TB and ACAC Scheme [4],[16]
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From the figure 5.2 and 5.3 we have observed that the call blocking probability in ACAC is
less than the WPB and TB. The call dropping probability in ACAC is less than the WPB and
TB schemes. So we can say that the ACAC is best algorithm.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Conclusion
WCDMA is widely used as a third generation radio interface. A lot of mobile operators
throughout the world using WCDMA for the third generation wireless communication.
Efficient radio resource management is one of the major part in the WCDMA based UMTS
networks. And admission control plays the primary role in radio resource management. As it
is used in wireless networks to optimize the system performance and guarantee the QoS. By
using a perfect admission control algorithm congestion and over load of the network can be
eliminated. Two major admission control algorithms WPB and TB are studied in this paper.
One of the latest algorithms ACAC is also studied in this paper. We have observed that
Adaptive CAC’s which is the combination of the above two methods could be a better option
for a system design. We have limited our work only within the WCDMA FDD mode.

6.2 Future work
1) Further research could be done to eliminate the interference from the mobile stations
in its own cell.
2) Interference from the neighboring cells could be eliminated.
3) Heuristic techniques (such as Fuzzy, Genetic, etc.) could be used for decision making
purposes while the analytical approach is computationally inefficient.
4) Taking all the QoS parameters into consideration for efficient radio resource
management algorithm.
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